	
  

Don’t take it from us…

Read what others are saying about our adventures. These are quotes pulled directly from TripAdvisor (type-o’s
and all).
Kilauea Volcano Adventure, Twilight Volcano Adventure:
What an amazing adventure! The trip was interesting, educational, and most importantly fun! Our guide, Ethan,
was AWESOME!
The guides at Hawaii Forest and Trail are extremely well trained, knowledgeable, and personable. I took the
twilight tour of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park with my family—wife, kids, parents, and in-laws—and everyone had a
great time
We booked a twilight tour with Hawaii Forest & Trail to tour Volcanos National Park and it surpassed our
expectations…
The 12 hour twilight volcano tour is a must do when visiting the Big Island. This tour is amazingly organised
and includes everything for the perfect experience; small groups, incredibly informative guides, must-see spots, delicious
lunch and dinner, waterproof jackets and Hawaiian stories. Our guide, Taj, was out of this world. He knew so much and
his passion for the magic of volcanoes was infectious.
Kohala Waterfalls Adventure:
My husband and I took the waterfall tour today and were amazed by the spectacular views. The drive to the trail
head gives a whole new meaning to off roading. Our guide, Stephanie, was fabulous. The little touches provided by this
tour are incredible.
Yesterday, my husband and I took the Kohala Waterfall Adventure Tour. It was fabulous! Our driver and guide,
Gary, was both charming and extremely knowledgeable. Being a trained naturalist, he was able to answer all of our
questions ranging from lava flows to the extinct sugar plantation industry. We saw amazing waterfall…
This was one of the unexpected surprises of our week long trip to the Big Island…..forest hike turned out to be a
fun and enriching way to learn about the island's ecology and history while exploring a beautiful conservation area. Our
guide Matt, was great…very professionally knowledgable as a trained scientist and was very enthusiastic….with
intelligent and interesting information. Plus, how often do you get to ride in a 6x6 wheel jeep and swim under a
waterfall!...
Mauna Kea Summit & Stars Adventure:
My Husband and I booked this tour while on our honeymoon…..Our guide was excellent - This is a must do on the
Big Island but do not try this on your own. The Van we were in was very comfortable as the road is really
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rough….Coming down from the top we stoped for hot chocholate and brownies and our guide set up a telescope to view
the stars. AMAZING and a must do if you can!!!!
…This is a must do trip! You get to see the world famous observatories, while being on the world's tallest
mountain. We had John as our tour guide, and HIGHLY recommend him. He was very knowledgeable about Hawaiian
geology, native plants, and animals….
Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge Adventure & Rainforest and Dryforest Birding Adventure
… I was so happy that I went on both bird watching tours…. truly a special place and wonderful memories…
Would highly recommend either bird tour to nature lovers that want to see what Hawaii was like before human contact…
Kohala Zipline & Zip & Dip:
Celebrating milestone birthdays, we picked the Zip & Dip in order to combine the zipline and a waterfall
hike…This day was a highlight of our Hawaiian vacation!
This was definitely something I will remember for the rest of my life! I went zip-lining on the Zip'N'Dip tour….
Once we meet our guides and got out there, we realized that our guides were totally prepared and our safety was always
their number one priority….The view was amazing, and swimming underneath a waterfall totally completed the trip….it
was amazing and sooo not boring like an average fact-filled guide might be. I would recommend to anyone!!!
I have been to this island many times and if you had 2 activities that you must do are (1) Kohala Zipline and (2)
Manta Ray night snorkel. I've spent lots of money on other things and the experience was not ghe biggest bang for the
buck. However, the Kohala Zipline and manta ray snorkel were worth every penny!
Tammy and Liesl were the BEST! My 10 yo was a little tentative, but they made her feel so comfortable that by the
end she was "the expert"! Thanks you two for a GREAT experience!
Our family of five zipped with Tammy and Kalani and had a blast. Right from the beginning, Tammy put me at
ease (I was a bit nervous... okay, maybe more than a bit) but her attention to detail and her calm manner let me know we
were in good hands. It was obvious that our guides were well trained and fully safety conscious so all we had to do was
enjoy ourselves….If you are at all hesitant, try this company….
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